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Slides

—James Zhao

Leaving the tapestry behind, you soon find yourself at the end of the hallway, facing a plain, white door. You
turn its brass handle and open the door, stepping into a luxuriously accoutred study.

Lighting is provided by a spectacular crystal chandelier, festooned with hundreds of globes. The walls are lined,
floor to ceiling, with full bookshelves. The titles fascinate you — “Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions”,
“Through the Looking Glass”, “The Sneetches and Other Stories” and “The Phantom Tollbooth” are just a
few that instantly appeal. A large leather upholstered chair sits before a massive desk, which is piled high with
interesting objects, such as candles, bone dice, a deck of transparent cards, human skulls, wooden geometric
solids, a compound microscope and a couple of puzzle boxes. On top of one of the puzzle boxes sits a gnome,
as if standing guard over its contents.

Taking the puzzle box from under the gnome, you notice that a corner appears to have been glued back back in
place after breaking off. After some careful examination and testing, you manage to open the box to find that
it contains some small tiles. Noticing that these too have odd lines and shapes on them, you lay some of them
on the desk and realise that some of the edges appear as if they match. Gradually you join more and more tiles
together, but it is not until you step back for a moment to look at them that it hits you: they look like the
tiles that were spilled on the train, the lines look like roads, the odd shapes like buildings — and together they
look like they form part of a miniature cityscape of Melbourne! Could it be that the city had somehow been
detessellated after the coin that Lord John talked about was stolen, and turned into these tiles?

Reaching for the compound microscope to try to examine the tiles more closely, you find to your great frustration
that the tiles don’t fit under the lens. Instead, you decide to take a look at a pile of slides sitting atop a tall
stack of blank paper. Looking at them under the microscope, they seem to contain not cells, but rather arrays
of small squares. You examine the slides by hand, turning them around to face the light at various angles.
There seems to be more than one message.
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